Ancient repeated DNA elements and the regulation of the human frataxin promoter.
Friedreich ataxia results from frataxin insufficiency caused by repeat expansion in intron 1 of the frataxin gene. Since the coding sequence is unchanged, the potential exists to ameliorate symptoms by increasing frataxin promoter activity. We therefore defined the minimal frataxin promoter in humans. Despite the fact that frataxin is an essential gene, its promoter is not well conserved in mammals, in part because it has been the frequent target of retroelement insertions. Most of the activity of the human frataxin promoter can be attributed to these retroelements, illustrating how these elements, considered parasitic by some, have been co-opted to drive critical genes. Individuals with the milder French Acadian form and those with the classic form of the disease have no biologically relevant sequence differences in the promoter or 3' UTR, suggesting that some other region of the gene, perhaps the repeat itself, is responsible for the difference in disease severity.